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Company: Vistingo

Location: Colombia

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Do you know the perfect equation to support, motivate and obtain the maximum potential

of your employees in an organized and entertaining way? Vistingo is a digital, interactive

platform based in Positive Psychology, targeting employees’ emotional wellbeing and their

enjoyment in the workplace; developing social corporate responsibility that results in a

higher productivity. Organizational development benefits are countless: personal

development, interpersonal competence, participation, commitment, work satisfaction and

work democracy feelings amongst employees. It is about contributing to make talent bloom

in every worker that connects the business chain. Vistingo´s innovative platform offers a

huge range of features that contribute to the emotional salary and social benefits, i.e.:

events, clubs, discounts, participative ranking of employees and agenda of contents such as

cultural plans, healthy lifestyle and family life. Also, during crisis periods, it offers a fantastic

support, being possible to digitally interact with each employee to obtain a clear idea of their

needs and worries. With this feedback, you can facilitate them with the necessary to keep

performing at the required level. Vistingo helps you look after you employees first, so the

rest comes by.

The Role

Responsibilities:

Produce well designed efficient code in a timely manner to meet delivery

timescales/milestones.

Should demonstrate the ability to handle multiple projects simultaneously, manage
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priorities and communicate progress effectively.

Produce significant, reusable, scalable code that adheres to industry standards and

best practices.

Keep up with the latest web development methods and technologies, and apply them to

the project.

Ideal Profile

Requirements:

A Filipino Citizen.

Angular is the programmer language.

Must have 2+ years of experience in the same capacity.

Experience with JavaScript, Node.js, Express.js, and Angular, and database technology

such as MySQL is required.

Experience with Github and advanced Github features.

Experience in responsive design, cross-browser compatibility, and website

performance.

Excellent verbal communication skills. Strong team player and communicator. Good

problem-solving skills.

Strong organizational skills and attention to detail.

What's on Offer?

Great work environment

Opportunity to make a positive impact

Work within a company with a solid track record of success

Apply Now
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